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Every inch of the Auditorium in GCH was taken with Braham Kumars and Brahma
Kumaris convening from around the world as well as the UK to celebrate and honour the
94th Birthday of our dearest Dadi Janki.
A powerful class from Dadi reminding us all to draw love, support, company and
cooperation only from the One up above, Dadi received a surprise birthday party! A
beautiful slide show honouring the depth of Dadi's service as well as demonstrating how
Dadi is such a great entertainer and adventurer. Dadi then gave powerful drishti to
everyone present before the children's group sang for her: `There is no-one quite like me
and there is no-one quite like you'.
Brother Tony Khan and Sister Margaret Barron presented a beautiful ceremony
honouring Dadi's specialities, which have enabled service to blossom and grow in 130
countries. Each of the world's regions were called out and acknowledged different
specialities of Dadi, with a representative taking drishti and offering a lotus petal to Dadi.
The complete lotus flower was created in front of Dadi. The representatives also
presented flags of the different countries where service happens which were placed above
a cut out globe, behind Dadi.
Some of the specialties acknowledged were:
Dadi:
as Master Gaumukh; as Unifier; as master mechanic; as antennae; as economist, as
insurance agent, as courageous and fearless, as Companion of God, as Bapsaman, as
bodiless, as janijananhar, as graceful and royal, as quietly objective, as unshakeable and
incorruptible, as conqueror of matter, as dedicated world mother, as humble server, as the
one with a big heart, as master of cleanliness; as resolver of conflicts, as one who
embraces all religions, as a rocket on the pilgrimage of remembrance, as Empress of
coolness ...and many more.

Sister Jaymini shared Dadi's vision of holding the globe in her hands, the Mother of the
whole world who has made Baba's title of World Benefactor come true, bringing light to
the world.
Murli Dada shared how Dadi has guided him all along and how Dadi is a friend to
everyone.

Sister Jayanti shared how Dadi is the One who has no-one but Baba in her heart and
makes sure the whole world comes under His flag. Dadi is the great dancer, dancing in
her heart constantly and inspiring others to also do so. Whatever she does, she does with
total love and nothing is ever too small.
Little Hansaben noted how hearing of all Dadi's specialities around the Globe she realizes
`how the luckiest person is me - as Dadi has made me something from nothing'.
Hansaben also thanked all her service companions who accepted her to play this role of
Dadi's companion around the world.
Brother Jim Ryan, Sister Meera of Malaysia, Sister Manda all shared their fond
experiences with Dadi and heartfelt thanks.
Sister Maureen showed everyone a beautiful birthday card, made in Madhuban; then read
out a poem written for Dadi's birthday, by Sister Suman of GRC.
Rod Hackney also shared an experience of being with Dadi at the House of Lords at one
time: `When questioned by a politician about `these people in white' and meditation, I
responded, `When one reflects, says less and does more!' Also when asked `Who is the
short one' I responded, ` The boss!'
Dadi then spoke how her only desire is that all the praise and specialities spoken about
would now be reflected in each one of Baba's children.
With this beautiful scene of the globe behind Dadi and the Lotus flower in front - Dadi
was joined by various senior brothers and sisters to joyfully cut the cake and share love.

